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SUMMARY

Birth         Name:         William         Bradley         Pitt
Current/Short         Name:         Brad         Pitt
Birth         Date:         December         18,         1963

Birth         Name:         Angelina         Jolie         Voight
Current/Short         Name:         Angelina         Jolie
Birth         Date:         June         4,         1975

Brad,         your         Life         Path         is         13/4
Angelina,         your         Life         Path         is         32/5
Your         Life         Path         compatibility         is         4         and         5
Brad,         your         Expression         is         13/4
Angelina,         your         Expression         is         24/6
Your         Expression         compatibility         is         4         and         6
Brad,         your         Heart's         Desire         is         16/7
Angelina,         your         Heart's         Desire         is         15/6
Your         Heart's         Desire         compatibility         is         7         and         6
Brad,         your         Personality         is         24/6
Angelina,         your         Personality         is         9
Your         Personality         compatibility         is         6         and         9
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INTRODUCTION

How         to         read         your         Relationship         Compatibility         Report

When         two         people         are         involved         in         a         relationship,         they         get         to         know         each         other         more
deeply         over         time.         At         first,         everything         is         wonderful         and         friction         is         rare.         Then,         as         time
goes         by,         you         get         to         know         other         sides         of         your         partner         and,         undoubtedly,         discover
some         personality         traits         you         don't         like,         and         other         traits         you         appreciate.         The         more         time
you         spend         together,         the         more         you         get         to         know         each         other.         But         even         if         you         consider
your         relationship         almost         perfect,         you         will         certainly         experience         at         least         some         areas         of
possible         friction.

The         purpose         of         this         report         is         to         point         out         the         different         personality         traits         you         possess,
and         how         compatible         they         are.                  This         report         will         help         you         identify         those         properties         that
are,         at         least         to         some         extent,         not         compatible,         and         suggest         how         to         prevent         them         from
damaging,         or         dominating,         your         relationship.

It         is         important         to         also         keep         in         mind         that         you         may         have         some         qualities         that,         although
positive,         are         not         compatible,         but         that         negative         traits         are         almost         always         a         cause         for
friction.         Therefore,         you         may         find         that         this         Relationship         Compatibility         Report         is         at
times         more         critical         and         perhaps         somewhat         harsh,         unlike         most         readings         of         this         kind.
If         you         feel         uncomfortable         with         that,         remember         that         this         report         was         designed         to         throw
light         on         those         aspects         in         your         charts         that         need         to         be         understood         and         recognized,
because         if         they         are         not,         they         can         do         a         lot         more         damage         than         a         few         critical         remarks
in         a         reading.

Brad         and         Angelina,         you         will         probably         encounter         some         texts         such         as:         "The
compatibility         aspect         in         this         area         of         the         chart         is         already         included         in         other         parts         of         this
report,         offset         by         other         conditions         or         redundant".         This         is         done         in         order         to         offer         a
perspective         that         is         as         well         balanced         and         clear         as         possible,         and         repeating         certain
traits         would         place         too         much         emphasis         on         them.

Master         numbers         are         also         handled         somewhat         different         in         a         relationship         compatibility
report.         They         are         reduced         to         their         single         digit         values,         because         it         is         in         the         single         digits'
archetype         that         those         personality         traits         are         represented.         If         a         number         that         appears         in
your         chart         is         11,         22,         or         33,         and         the         compatibility         refers         to         the         numbers         2,         4,         and         6
respectively,         this         is         not         a         typo         but         an         indicator         that         the         compatibility         is         based         on         the
single-digit         sum         of         your         Master         number.

You         will         also         find         that         some         numbers         normally         included         in         a         personal         numerology
reading         are         not         included         in         a         relationship         compatibility         report.         This         is         because         the
compatibility         between         two         people         is         influenced         much         more         strongly         ...         as         much         as
ninety-five         percent         ...         by         the         core         numbers,         than         by         all         the         other         numbers         in         the
chart         combined.         In         fact,         the         lesser         numbers         in         the         chart         would         only         muddle         the
waters         if         analyzed         in         the         context         of         a         relationship         compatibility         report.

Brad         and         Angelina,         I         hope         you         will         enjoy         your         Compatibility         Report         and,         more
importantly,         I         hope         you         will         find         this         reading         to         be         beneficial         to         your         relationship.
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LIFE         PATH

If         ever         there         was         a         moment         of         total         transformation,         it         was         the         moment         of         your         birth.
In         that         instant,         you         stepped         through         a         door         in         time         into         a         new         reality,         the         reality         of
human         life.         The         most         important         number         in         your         numerology         chart         is         based         on         the
date         of         your         birth,         the         moment         when         the         curtain         goes         up         in         your         life.

Even         at         that         moment,         you         were         a         person         with         your         own         unique         character,         as         unique
as         your         DNA.         Everything         that         is         you         existed         in         potential,         much         like         a         play         that         is
about         to         begin.         Your         entire         life         exists         as         a         potential         that         has         been         prepared         for.         You
have         ultimate         freedom         to         do         with         your         life         as         you         like:         To         fulfill         its         potential
completely,         or         to         make         some         smaller         version         of         yourself.         It         all         depends         upon         your
effort         and         commitment.         You         make         the         decisions         to         fulfill,         to         whatever         extent,         the
potential         life         that         exists         within         you.         That         is         your         choice.         In         this         sense,         the         possible
you         is         implicit         during         the         moment         of         your         birth.

The         Life         Path         number         gives         us         a         broad         outline         of         the         opportunities,         challenges,         and
lessons         we         will         encounter         in         this         lifetime.         Your         Life         path         is         the         road         you         are         traveling.
It         reveals         the         opportunities         and         challenges         you         will         face         in         life.         Your         Life         Path
number         is         the         single         most         important         information         available         in         your         Numerological
Chart!

Brad,         your         Life         Path         is         13/4

Brad,         you         are         practical,         down         to         earth         with         strong         ideas         about         right         and         wrong.         You
are         orderly         and         organized,         systematic         and         controlled,         you         are         decisive         and
methodical         employing         a         step         by         step         rational         approach         to         problems         solving.         Once
committed         you         do         not         give         up         easily!

You         are         not         one         for         "get         rich         quick"         schemes.         Rather         you         use         hard         work         and         long
hours         to         build         a         business         or         career;         you         seek         to         establish         a         solid         foundation.
Precise,         tenacious         and         persevering,         you         have         great         potential         for         success,         but         only
after         putting         out         effort         and         overcoming         the         limitations         you         so         often         encounter.
Justice         and         honesty         are         sacred         to         you.         You         are         reliable         and         dependable,         a
cornerstone         in         the         community.

Though         not         an         idealist,         you         are         willing         to         work         for         a         better         world         in         a         realistic         way.
However,         you         can         be         rigid         in         your         ideas         and         sometimes         too         quick         in         judging         your
fellow         man.         You         are         loyal         to         those         you         love         and         work         well         with         others.         It         is         important
that         while         being         part         of         a         team         you         have         your         own         responsibility         and         well-         defined
task,         you         perform         better         when         your         responsibilities         are         not         overlapping         with         those         of
others.         You         have         to         be         careful         not         to         be         bossy         and         rude.         You         possess         rare         discipline
and         perseverance         and         not         everyone         can         keep         up         with         you.

Brad,         you         can         handle         money         carefully         and         like         the         security         of         a         nest         egg.         Your         love
of         work         often         leads         you         into         a         career         early         in         life.         Because         of         your         methodical         nature
you         can         easily         become         rigid         and         stuck         in         convention.         You         can         also         be         overly
cautious         when         changes         are         necessary,         this         can         cause         you         to         miss         opportunities         that
present         themselves.         You         must         cultivate         flexibility         in         your         character.         You         are         well
suited         for         marriage         and         often         become         a         responsible         loving         parent.         However,
anything         that         violates         your         profound         sense         of         order,         such         as         separation         or         divorce
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can         be         a         shattering         experience         for         you.         You         easily         become         obsessed         and         even
vengeful,         seeking         your         own         definition         of         justice.

You         are         courageous         and         a         true         survivor.         You         are         a         builder         and         the         foundation         of         any
enterprise.         Your         hard         work         and         practical,         traditional         values         pay         off         to         provide         you
with         the         rewards         you         seek         and         deserve.

Brad,         your         13         Life         Path         is         somewhat         burdened         by         the         presence         of         a         Karmic         Debt.

Those         with         the         13         Karmic         Debt         will         work         very         hard         to         accomplish         any         task.
Obstacles         stand         in         their         way,         and         must         be         overcome         time         and         again.         One         may         often
feel         burdened         and         frustrated         by         the         seeming         futility         of         one's         efforts         there         may         be         a
desire         to         surrender         to         the         difficulties         and         simply         give         up         on         the         goal,         believing         it         was
impossible         to         attain         in         the         first         place.         Some         with         the         13         Karmic         Debt         fall         to         laziness
and         negativity.         But         efforts         are         not         futile,         and         success         is         well         within         reach.         One         simply
must         work         hard,         and         persevere         in         order         to         reach         the         goal.         Many         highly         successful
people         in         all         walks         of         life,         including         business,         art,         and         athletics,         have         a         13         Karmic
Debt.

The         key         to         succeeding         with         the         13         is         focus.         Very         often,         people         with         the         13         Karmic
Debt         do         not         concentrate         or         direct         their         energies         in         one         specific         direction,         or         on         a
single         task,         but         scatter         their         energies         over         many         projects         and         jobs,         none         of         which
amount         to         very         much.         A         temptation         with         the         13         is         to         take         shortcuts         for         quick
success.         Too         often,         that         easy         success         doesn't         come,         causing         regret         and         the         desire
to         give         up.         The         result         is         a         poor         self-image,         and         the         belief         that         one         is         incapable         of
amounting         to         very         much.

In         order         to         focus,         you         must         maintain         order         in         your         life.         Order         is         essential         to         success.
You         must         maintain         a         schedule,         keep         appointments,         and         follow         through.         Keep         your
environment         neat         and         under         control,         and         never         procrastinate.         If         you         sustain         a         steady
and         consistent         effort,         you         will         realize         much         reward.

Angelina,         your         Life         Path         is         32/5

The         key         to         your         personality         is         freedom.         Angelina,         you         love         travel,         adventure,         variety
and         meeting         new         people.         You         possess         the         curiosity         of         a         cat         and         long         to         experience
all         of         life.         You         love         to         be         involved         in         several         things         at         the         same         time         as         long         as         you
are         not         tied         down         to         any         one         area.         You         like         change,         new         things         and         new         horizons.
You         make         friends         easily;         your         personality         is         upbeat         and         often         inspiring         attracting
people         from         all         walks         of         life.         You         have         a         way         of         words         and         an         uncanny         ability         to
motivate         others.         You         can         be         in         sales,         advertising,         publicity,         promotion,         politics         or         any
profession         that         requires         your         communication         skills         and         understanding         of         people.
You         likely         lack         discipline         and         order.         You         can         also         be         impulsive,         doing         or         expressing
things         you         regret         later.

Angelina,         you         are         sensual         and         love         to         taste         all         of         life.         Sex,         food         and         other         sensory
experiences         are         essential         to         the         enjoyment         of         your         life.         You         find         it         difficult         to         commit
to         one         relationship,         but         once         committed         you         can         be         as         faithful         as         an         old         dog.         You
are         multi-talented         and         possess         a         variety         of         diverse         abilities.         However,         discipline         and
focus         are         the         true         keys         to         your         success.         Without         these         many         of         the         tasks         you         begin
will         remain         unfinished         and         you         will         fail         to         realize         the         true         fruits         of         your         abilities.         With
hard         work         and         perseverance         the         sky         is         the         limit.         You         may         have         been         perceived         as         a
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wild         child         by         adults         and         a         source         of         concern         by         your         family.         However,         do         not         be
obliged         to         hurry         your         choice         of         career.         You         are         often         a         late-bloomer         and         need         to
experience         life         before         you         can         truly         know         and         commit         to         your         heart's         desire.         Your
challenge         is         to         learn         the         true         meaning         of         freedom.         Change         is         constant         in         your         world
requiring         adaptability         and         courage.         Try         to         maintain         an         exercise         program,         keep         your
body         in         shape         and         limber.         The         flexibility         and         durability         of         your         body         will         promote
security         and         confidence         within         you.         You         yearn         for         freedom         and         self-employment
attracts         you         powerfully.         Your         challenge         is         to         settle         into         one         area         to         cultivate         your
ability         sufficiently         to         earn         a         living         and         attain         success.         Once         you         find         your         niche         the
motivation         and         inspiration         you         supply         others         will         bring         you         much         in         return,         you         will
find         your         friends         and         colleagues         supporting         and         promoting         you         on         the         road         to
success.

Your         Life         Path         compatibility         is         4         and         5

Brad         and         Angelina,         your         Life         Path         numbers         are         the         most         important         numbers         in         your
charts,         and         as         such,         their         compatibility         is         very         important         to         the         well-being         of         your
relationship.

Brad         and         Angelina,         yours         is         considered         a         challenging         number         combination.         Brad
likes         routine         and         predictability,         while         Angelina         prefers         change         and         the         unexpected.
The         numbers         four         and         five         stand         for         each         other's         polar         opposites         in         many         ways.
Interestingly,         this         is         often         where         the         initial         attraction         lies.         Brad         is         drawn         to         Angelina's
daring,         adventurous,         dynamic         and         energetic         life.         On         the         other         hand,         Angelina
admires         the         control         and         discipline         Brad         seems         to         have.

Quite         often,         this         combination         makes         for         a         dynamic         relationship         comparable         to         a
roller         coaster         ride.         It         is         not         difficult         to         conclude         that         this         combination         can         only         survive
if         your         mutual         love         is         strong         enough         to         give         one         another         room         to         live         the         life         style         of
your         respective         choices.         There         is         nothing         gained         by         trying         to         change         your         partner.
Your         needs         are         simply         too         far         apart.

Brad         will         have         to         accept         the         fact         that         Angelina         is         not         predictable         and,         therefore,
Angelina         will         never         be         happy         living         a         too-structured         life         where         everything         can         be
forecast.         Angelina         should         make         peace         with         Brad's         need         for         a         more         organized         and
controlled         environment.         Very         different         attitudes         can         also         be         noticed         in         other         areas.
Angelina         is         sensual         and         feels         totally         comfortable         with         other         people.         Angelina         is         more
social         and,         probably,         has         a         wild         streak.         Brad         can         be         social         when         the         occasion         calls
for         it,         but         Brad         will         always         keep         a         certain         amount         of         distance.         When         choosing
company,         Brad         is         more         discriminate         and         tends         to         hold         on         to         protocol         longer.
Although         as         a         rule         more         conventional         and         careful,         Brad         can,         when         the         occasion         is
just         right,         reveal         an         extrovert,         even         outrageous,         side.         When         it         comes         to         opinions,
Brad         and         Angelina,         you         will         find         yourself         on         opposite         sides         more         often         than         not.
Brad         may         be         more         Conservative         while         Angelina         is         more         Liberal.         Brad         needs         a
somewhat         structured         spiritual         connection.         Angelina's         spiritual         world         is         very
imaginative         and         more         changeable.         Brad         may         be         much         more         willing         to         accept         rules
and         regulations         that         Angelina         will         try         to         break         with         every         opportunity.

Of         course,         these         are         just         examples         provided         to         give         you         a         picture         of         what         this
combination         may         bring         about,         and         not         to         be         taken         too         literally.         Interestingly,         this         kind
of         relationship         can         be         very         powerful         and         long         lasting.         The         key         to         achieving         this         is         not
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to         take         yourself         and         your         concepts         too         seriously         ...         something         Brad         in         particular         may
have         to         work         on         ...         and         maintain         your         sense         of         humor.         If         you         can         do         that,         you         will         be
able         to         enjoy         each         other's         company         instead         of         getting         irritated         by         the         differences         you
encounter.

So,         keep         in         mind         that         opinions         are         just         opinions,         with         relative         values.         On         the         other
hand,         a         sense         of         right         and         wrong,         a         moral         foundation,         should         not         be         relative.
Sometimes,         we         find         ourselves         confused,         attaching         the         same         importance         to         our
opinions         and         moral         convictions,         and         when         that         happens,         it         is         no         longer         possible         to
enjoy         or         build         on         the         differences.

Brad         and         Angelina,         this         is         where         the         danger         lies         in         your         four         and         five         combination.
Once         the         differences         become         so         important         you         can         no         longer         appreciate         your
partner,         the         end         of         the         relationship         is         unavoidable.         Therefore,         go         ahead         and         work         on
developing         these         two         key         qualities         ...         tolerance         and         open-mindedness         ...         so         that         you
can         build         a         happy         and         healthy         relationship         where         Angelina's         adventurous         spirit         and
energy,         and         Brad's         control         and         discipline         will         stand         side         by         side.

EXPRESSION

Your         Expression         number         reveals         your         physical         and         mental         constitution,         the
orientation         or         goal         of         your         life.         Some         numerologists         refer         to         this         number         as         the
Destiny,         because         it         represents         a         lifelong         target         at         which         you         are         aiming.         You         work         at
fulfilling         this         potential         every         day         of         your         life.         Thus,         the         Expression         number         reveals
your         inner         goal,         the         person         you         aim         to         be.         The         Expression         number         reveals         the
talents,         abilities,         and         shortcomings         that         were         with         you         when         you         entered         your
human         body.         Your         name,         and         the         numbers         derived         from         it,         reveals         your
development,         as         well         as         the         talents         and         issues         you         will         be         working         with         during         this
life.

For         those         for         whom         reincarnation         is         an         accepted         philosophy,         the         vibration         of         your         full
name         can         be         seen         as         the         totality         of         your         personal         evolution,         the         experiences,
talents,         and         wisdom         accumulated         over         many         life         times.         Every         experience,         no         matter
how         great         or         small,         along         this         evolutionary         path         has         influenced         your         development,
and         brought         you         to         your         current         state         of         being.

The         Expression         is         your         being;         the         Life         Path         is         the         major         lesson         you         are         attempting         to
learn         this         time         around.         Time         allows         the         gradual         emergence         of         your         personality.         By
reading         the         Expression         number         below,         you         will         come         to         understand         your         basic
nature         and         the         abilities         and         issues         inherent         in         your         being.

Brad,         your         Expression         is         13/4

You         are         the         bedrock         of         society,         the         foundation         of         any         enterprise.         Brad,         you         are         an
organizer         and         manager.         Your         approach         to         life         and         to         problems         is         methodical         and
systematic.                  You         are         a         builder         and         a         doer.         You         turn         dreams         into         reality.

You         possess         a         highly         developed         sense         of         structure.         You         enjoy         management
systems,         and         can         carry         out         your         well         laid         plans.         You         are         not         the         type         to         embark         on
any         trip         without         a         map.
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You         take         your         obligations         and         those         of         your         family         quite         seriously.         As         a         result,         you
are         reliable         and         responsible.         You         enjoy         seeing         a         project         through         from         start         to         finish,
but         can         become         too         narrowly         focused.         You         put         your         nose         to         the         grindstone         and
have         a         tendency         to         become         a         workaholic.

You         are         driven         by         contempt         for         all         that         is         unstable,         insecure,         and         unpredictable.         You
distrust         the         unconventional,         preferring         instead         the         tried-and-the-true.                  But         this         can
make         your         endeavors         move         slowly         and         cause         you         much         frustration,         especially         with
the         apparent         limitations         of         your         resources.         At         the         same         time,         concern         for         the
limitations         of         your         resources         causes         you         to         be         careful         and         cautious,         shutting         you         out
from         possible         shortcuts         and         creative         solutions         provided         by         more         daring         people
around         you.

It         is         important         that         you         recognize         restrictions         for         what         they         are:         guiding         forces         that
are         testing         and         directing         you         toward         your         goals.         Brad,         your         challenge         is         to         be         more
imaginative         and         to         attract         more         creative         people         into         your         life         who         can         advise         and
inspire         you.

In         relationships,         you         tend         to         be         somewhat         moralistic.         You         are         extremely         honest         and
sincere.         You         have         integrity         and         are         trustworthy,         but         can         also         be         rigid         and         stubborn.
Don't         let         your         strong         likes         and         dislikes         overrule         your         common         sense         and
compassion.         Be         more         understanding         of         others'         shortcomings.

Because         you         tend         to         focus         on         details,         you         can         fall         into         a         rut         and         become         a         little         dull
and         overly         serious.         Often,         people         born         with         the         4         Expression         need         to         lighten         up         and
have         more         fun.

In         your         conservative         and         careful         way,         you         are         good         with         money.         You         are         very
conscious         of         the         balance         between         income         and         expenditures.         You         can         limit         your
expenditures;         saving         money         is         important         to         you.

You         are         a         surprisingly         good         parent,         and         love         to         be         involved         with         children.         Somehow,
you         relate         a         little         more         than         others         to         the         innocence         of         children,         perhaps         seeing         a
good         deal         of         yourself         in         them.         You,         too,         are         idealistic         and         respect         the         simplicity         of
children.

Many         accountants,         bookkeepers,         government         officials,         managers,         and         lawyers         are
born         under         the         4         Expression.         You         can         be         attracted         to         the         arts         and         music,         but         will
likely         bring         your         love         of         structure         and         order         to         any         artistic         field.         Classical         music         and
opera         are         particularly         appealing         and         inspiring         for         you.

You         have         a         keen         eye         for         detail.         You         have         great         stamina         and         can         work
conscientiously         and         persistently         toward         your         goals.                  This         eventually         brings         you
success         and         standing         in         your         community.

Angelina,         your         Expression         is         24/6

Angelina,         you         are         a         loving         and         caring         individual         with         a         tendency         to         put         the         needs         of
others         before         those         of         yourself.         You         are         responsible         and         trustworthy         with         a         high
regard         for         justice         and         honesty.         Duty         will         follow         you         all         your         life         and         sometimes         feel         a
little         too         much         of         a         burden.

You         are         artistic.         Harmony         and         beauty         are         high         on         your         list         of         priorities.         You         have
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musical         talent         but         the         creative         talents         of         a         6         are         sometimes         left         undeveloped         or
suppressed         as         a         result         of         your         tendency         to         sacrifice         your         time         and         pleasure         to         the
service         of         others.         You         are         highly         creative         in         all         areas         of         life,         particularly         the         visual.
You         are         also         a         talented         business         person         and         can         work         methodically         toward         the
realization         of         your         goals.

You         have         a         natural         gift         with         flowers,         gardens,         and         animals.         Your         love         of         children         has
caused         numerologists         to         dub         you         the         "Cosmic         Mother         or         Cosmic         Father".         The         very
shape         of         the         6         resembles         and         symbolizes         "Pregnant         with         Love".

You         are         a         natural         counselor         and         healer.         But         you         must         be         careful         not         to         interfere         with
the         freedom         of         others.         You         are         recognized         as         an         idealist,         mainly         regarding         marriage,
friendships         and         humanity.

The         6         is         the         most         balanced         of         all         numbers,         but         also         contains         within         itself         the         greatest
paradoxes.         It         is         as         if         opposite         tendencies         were         tenuously         poised.         Because         of         its         gift
for         harmonizing         these         opposites,         you         are         uniquely         qualified         to         handle         and         integrate
contradictions         within         yourself.         It         is         for         this         reason         that         6s         so         frequently         find
themselves         in         the         role         of         healers         or         counselors,         creating         a         peace         between         opposing
points         of         view,         or         internal         conflicts         within         the         self.

While         you         can         be         very         idealistic,         there         may         also         be         a         temptation         to         acquire         beautiful
objects         by         improper         means.         You         must         also         guard         against         other         meddlesome
behavior         and         domestic         tyranny,         or         always         having         to         have         your         own         way         in         a         family
dispute.

Conversely,         you         have         it         within         yourself         to         understand         another         person's         dilemma         and
come         up         with         a         creative         solution.         Your         natural         ability         to         give         comfort         and         warmth         can
smooth         over         hurt         feelings         like         a         healing         balm.         You         attract         love         and         appreciation.         And
rightly         so,         because         you         give         the         same         in         return.

You         make         an         outstanding         teacher         (especially         dealing         with         young         children         or         in
special         education),         healer,         counselor         social         worker,         psychologist,         artist,         designer,
gardener,         florist,         and         farmer.         You         can         be         successful         in         business,         especially         those
that         involve         dealing         with         people.

Your         Expression         compatibility         is         4         and         6

More         than         any         other         number         in         your         chart,         your         Expression         number         reflects         who         you
are         as         a         person.         Earlier,         you         read         about         the         Life         Path         number         and         how         important
that         number         is         in         your         chart.         However,         the         Life         Path         number         reflects         "the         path         you
walk         on",         and         should         be         seen         more         as         a         powerful         influence         rather         than         as         a         part         of
your         personality         makeup.         Your         Expression         number         on         the         other         hand,         reflects         a
deeper         part         of         you.         It         is         more         difficult         to         overcome         possible         negative         traits         you         may
have         recognized         in         yourself         when         they         are         found         in         this         part         of         the         chart,         than         when
they         are         found         under         the         Life         Path         description.

It         can't         be         emphasized         too         much         how         important         it         is         to         realize         that         numbers         in
different         areas         of         the         chart         affect         you         differently,         even         when         it         is         the         same         number.
Sometimes,         you         may         read         something         that         seems         to         directly         contradict         earlier
statements.         Yet,         if         you         take         the         time         to         think         about         them         carefully,         you         will         probably
recognize         that         you,         as         a         human         being,         are         extremely         complex         and         full         of         the         same
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contradictions.         This         is         simply         the         way         we         are.         You         may         be         organized         in         one         area         of
your         life,         while         chaos         rules         in         another         area.         You         may         be         tactful         and         sensitive         in         one
setting,         and         direct         and         confrontational         in         another         situation.

It         is         not         all         that         common         for         these         two         numbers         to         "fall         in         love".         Although         these
numbers         carry         some         common         traits         ...         the         two         of         them         are         practical,         grounded,         and
highly         responsible         ...         they         are         rarely         interested         in         each         other.         The         four         and         the         six
are         both         family-oriented         numbers,         with         a         strong         sense         of         community         and         loyalty         to
others,         but         they         tend         to         compete         where         you         might         expect         them         to         support         each
other.                  This         is         only         one         aspect         of         your         charts,         but,         quite         possibly,         the         hardest         to
overcome         at         the         onset         of         the         relationship.         However,         if         support         prevails         over
competition         and         you         do         become         involved         in         a         romantic         relationship,         it         will         usually         be
a         strong,         comfortable         alliance         right         from         the         very         beginning,         an         alliance         that         will,
more         often         than         not,         last         for         a         long         time.         It         will         be         the         kind         of         relationship         others
recognize         and         view         as         indestructible.         It         is         understood         that         "Brad         and         Angelina         are
always         together",         you         make         the         "perfect         couple"         ...         those         are         statements         people
around         you         wouldn't         even         consider         questioning.         This         contradiction         is         explained         by
the         fact         that         you         have         a         lot         in         common         in         some         ways         but,         at         the         same         time,         you
have         some         major         differences         to         overcome.

As         mentioned,         Brad         and         Angelina,         the         two         of         you         are         responsible         and         family
oriented.         Your         priorities         have         to         do         with         the         home,         children,         friends,         stability         and
security.         You         are         both         very         loyal         and         protective         of         each         other         and         of         those         you         care
about.         It         is         in         the         underlying         energy         and         in         the         way         you         express         it         that         you         are         very
different.         While         Brad         relies         on         structure,         discipline,         and         control         to         protect,         love         and
care         for         others,         Angelina         relies         on         love,         sacrifice         and         forgiveness.         Brad         is         much         less
flexible         and         may,         at         times,         feel         that         Angelina         is         too         soft         and         forgiving.         You         make         up
a         relationship         typically         characterized         as         the         disciplinary         father         and         the         soft         mother,
or         vice         versa.         For         those         around         you,         the         impression         is         that         Brad         is         harder         and         less
loving,         while         Angelina         is         pure         love         and         gentleness.         This         is         not         an         accurate
perception,         though.         Brad's         love         is         no         less         strong         than         Angelina's         -         it         is         just         not         as
openly         expressed.         When         push         comes         to         shove,         Brad         will         fight         and         sacrifice         just
about         anything         to         protect         Angelina,         the         children,         or         anyone         else         who         is         part         of         Brad's
life.

A         certain         danger         exists         when         some         of         these         attributes         become         too         strong.         Brad's
need         for         discipline         and         structure         may,         at         some         point,         become         too         much         for         Angelina,
suffocating         and         limiting         Angelina's         ability         to         express         love         easily         and         without         fear.
Another         possibility         would         be         Angelina         becoming         a         bit         of         a         doormat         everyone         takes
advantage         of,         which         might         lead         Brad         to         lose         respect         for         Angelina.

Brad         and         Angelina,         you         can,         together,         balance         these         opposites         and         maintain         a
strong         and         lifelong         relationship         if         you         just         remember         that,         deep         inside,         you         value         the
same         things.

HEART'S         DESIRE

Your         Heart's         Desire         is         the         inner         you.         It         shows         your         underlying         urge,         your         true
motivation.         It         reveals         the         general         intention         behind         many         of         your         actions.
Consequently,         it         dramatically         influences         the         choices         you         make         in         life.         The         Heart's
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desire         is         seen         as         part         of         the         larger         picture,         called         the         core         numbers,         which         includes
the         Life         Path,         Expression,         Day         you         were         born,         and         Personality.         But         each         points         to         a
different         aspect         of         you.

The         Expression         number         reveals         your         talents         and         abilities,         and         your         general         direction
in         life.         The         Life         Path         is         the         central         lesson         you         came         into         the         world         to         learn.         The         Day
you         were         born         is         very         closely         connected         to         your         Life         Path.         It         reveals         specific         talents
you         possess,         which         will         be         helpful         to         you         in         dealing         with         your         Life         Path.         The
Personality         reveals         how         people         tend         to         see         you.         It         also         demonstrates         what
characteristics         you         are         projecting         to         the         world.         The         Heart's         Desire         demonstrates         the
identity         of         the         soul         that         joined         the         earth         ...         you,         the         spiritual         being.

Brad,         your         Heart's         Desire         is         16/7

You         love         knowledge,         study,         and         insight.         You         value         the         gifts         of         your         mind,         which         you
use         to         great         advantage         to         penetrate         the         mysteries         of         life.         You         study         things         in-depth.
You         search         beneath         the         surface         of         things.         You         abhor         shallow         judgments         or         opinions.

You         have         a         natural         gift         for         analysis         and         research.         Once         you         have         grasped         the         facts
of         a         subject,         your         creativity         and         abstract         approach         lifts         your         thinking         beyond         the
rudimentary         to         the         philosophical.         You         have         a         theoretical         mind,         but         rather         than
indulge         in         fantasies         or         idle         thought,         you         prefer         to         base         your         theories         upon         scientific
facts.

You         enjoy         mental         and         physical         puzzles         ...         figuring         them         out,         taking         them         apart,         and
putting         them         back         together.

Some         people         may         perceive         you         as         cool         or         aloof.         You         are         somewhat         introverted;         you
may         feel         slightly         removed         and         even         a         little         different.         The         fantasy         of         the         hermit         or
monk         engaged         in         a         life         of         study         and         meditation         appeals         to         you.

In         relationships,         you         tend         to         keep         things         business-like         and         impersonal.         You         prefer         to
talk         about         the         facts         of         a         given         situation,         rather         than         the         cloudier         issues         of         emotions
and         personal         feelings.         You         distrust         feelings,         both         your         own         and         those         of         others.         The
whole         emotional         realm         strikes         you         as         unreliable,         and         a         bit         unnecessary.

Brad,         your         inability         to         fully         understand         the         emotional         aspect         of         life         is         your         Achilles
heel.         You         are         so         rational         that         the         unpredictability         of         the         heart         frightens         and         surprises
you.         Your         challenge         is         to         trust.         You         need         to         share         your         heart         with         someone.         This         is
a         courageous         step         for         you,         but         will         result         in         enormous         growth         and         satisfaction.

The         advice         here         is         to         make         a         true         connection         with         another         human         being.         Without         it,
you         may         marry         out         of         convenience         or         to         fulfill         social         expectations,         but         it         will         not         lead
you         out         of         loneliness.         The         more         removed         you         are         from         people,         the         more         you         risk
isolation,         bitterness,         and         a         cynical         attitude         toward         life.

This         choice         represents         a         true         crossroads         in         your         development.         By         sharing         yourself
with         others         (without         compromising         your         independence         and         need         for         privacy)         you         can
cultivate         your         enormous         charm         and         share         your         understanding         of         life.         You         are         a
natural         teacher         and         advisor.         And         the         wealth         of         knowledge         you         will         accumulate         in         life
is         meant         to         be         shared         with         others.         This         is         not         to         say         that         you         must         compromise         on
your         need         for         privacy         or         time         spent         alone         to         contemplate         life.         These         are         natural
aspects         of         your         personality,         which         are         essential         to         your         growth.         These
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characteristics         should         not         be         threatening         to         your         spouse,         but         must         be         understood         as
fundamental         to         your         being.

Brad,         you         are         blessed         with         a         great         reserve         of         intuition,         which         can         be         cultivated         by
regular         meditation         and         contemplation.         Your         "inner         voice"         is         your         greatest         guide         and
friend.

You         are         idealistic         and         have         high         expectations         for         yourself.         Learn         to         balance         your
serious         nature         with         regular         doses         of         fun.

Your         intelligence         and         cultivation         make         you         charming         and         distinguished         in
appearance.         As         you         get         older         and         more         comfortable         with         your         identity,         people         are
naturally         attracted         to         you.         They         see         your         wisdom,         your         deep         understanding         of         life,
and         the         refinement         you         radiate.

Angelina,         your         Heart's         Desire         is         15/6

Your         attention         is         directed         to         helping         and         caring         for         those         you         love.         You         are
exceedingly         domestic.         You         love         your         home         and         family         and         work         hard         to         make         both
comfortable         and         secure.         Your         love         for         family         and         friends         is         a         major         source         of         your
happiness         and         sometimes         unhappiness.

Your         desire         to         help         others         is         so         strong         that         you         often         find         yourself         sacrificing         your
own         personal         needs         for         someone         else's.         You         can         overdo         it,         becoming         too         deeply
involved         in         other         people's         lives.         You         risk         interfering         in         personal         matters         and         or
smothering         those         you         love         in         too         much         affection.         This         can         be         especially         weakening
to         children,         who         never         experience         their         own         personal         strength         if         an         adult         is         too
protective.

You         are         extremely         loyal         and         rarely         let         anyone         down.         You         need         to         feel         appreciation
for         your         giving         and         caring.         You         want         to         know         that         you         are         needed.

Angelina,         you         are         generous         and         very         forgiving.         You         are         somehow         able         to         overlook
the         worst         mistakes         in         another         and         find         enough         good         in         that         person         to         continue         the
relationship.

You         are         patient,         warm,         and         sympathetic,         sometimes         to         the         point         of         sentimentality.

You         have         a         natural         ability         as         a         counselor         and         healer.         You         are         an         excellent         listener,
compassionate         and         understanding.         You         are         able         to         both         sympathize         and         empathize
with         a         person's         dilemma.         Your         challenge         as         a         counselor         is         to         be         adequately
educated         so         that         you         can         do         more         than         provide         a         sympathetic         ear         or         shoulder.

Your         Heart's         Desire         compatibility         is         7         and         6

Compatibility         of         the         Heart's         Desire         numbers         is         very         important         in         a         relationship         ...         few
relationships         last         beyond         the         initial         stage         if         the         Heart's         Desire         numbers         are         not
compatible.

A         strange         and         not         very         common         combination,         the         six         and         the         seven         have         a         kind         of
love-hate         relationship.         While         the         six         is         strongly         committed         and         motivated         by
emotions         and         romance,         the         seven         is         an         intellectual         and         somewhat         secretive         and
distant         energy.         On         one         side,         Angelina         demands         physical         and         emotional         connection;
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on         the         other,         Brad         relies         more         on         an         intellectual         bond.         This         has         nothing         to         do         with
love         in         its         purest         form,         since         no         number         is         more         capable         of         loving         than         any         other
number.         What         happens         is         that         each         number         expresses         love         in         a         different         way.
Angelina’s         six         in         this         part         of         the         chart         is         more         influenced         by         feelings         and         emotions
and         depends         on         expressions         of         love         to         feel         secure         and         comfortable         in         the
relationship.         Brad’s         seven         is         more         independent         and         enables         Brad         to         feel         safe         and
secure         in         the         relationship         even         when         there         is         less         sharing         of         emotions.

Unless         this         fundamental         difference         is         well         understood         and         accepted,         it         can         become
a         problem         in         your         relationship.         Angelina         may,         at         times,         feel         that         Brad         is         cold         and
aloof,         as         Brad         needs         a         certain         amount         of         distance,         quiet         contemplation,
daydreaming;         an         opportunity         to         be         alone         with         the         Self         ...         and         when         Brad         is         in         that
state         of         mind,         even         Angelina’s         loving         attention         is         experienced         as         an         annoying
disruption.

As         a         result,         it         is         not         uncommon         for         this         combination         to         develop         a         relationship         that
can         cause         much         unhappiness,         and         yet         be         unbreakable.         Usually,         this         paradoxical
situation         is         quite         obvious         to         those         around         you,         but         completely         unrecognized         by         you.
Everyone         around         you         will         wonder         why         you         stay         together         when         you         seem         so         different
on         all         fronts.

Of         course,         Angelina         and         Brad,         the         six         and         the         seven         also         allow         for         happy,
long-lasting         relationships.         The         key         is         simply         to         recognize         the         fundamental         difference
in         the         way         you         express         your         love         ...         and         you         are         both         capable         of         that.         Angelina         has
to         realize         that         even         when         Brad         seems         distant         and         cold,         Brad’s         love         is         not         diminished
in         any         way.                  Brad,         on         the         other         hand,         may         have         to         accept         the         fact         that         Angelina         has
to         confirm         the         relationship         regularly,         and         does         so         by         reaching         out         and         demanding
attention.

PERSONALITY

Your         Personality         number         is         derived         from         the         consonants         of         your         full         name         at         birth.
Your         Personality         is         like         a         narrow         entrance         hall         to         the         great         room         that         is         your         true
nature.         It         is         those         aspects         that         you         feel         comfortable         sharing         with         people         at         the         outset
of         a         relationship.         With         time         and         trust,         you         invite         others         into         the         deeper         aspects         of
your         nature;         you         reveal         more         of         who         you         really         are,         in         effect,         your         Heart's         Desire,
Expression,         and         so         on.

Your         Personality         number         often         serves         as         a         censoring         device,         both         in         terms         of         what
you         send         out,         as         well         as         what         you         allow         to         approach.         It         discriminates         in         the         kinds         of
people         and         information         you         let         enter         your         heart         and         mind.         For         this         reason,         your
Personality         is         usually         much         more         narrow         and         protective         in         its         definition         than         the         real
you.         It         can         screen         out         some         of         what         you         do         not         want         to         deal         with,         people         or
situations,         but         it         also         welcomes         those         things         that         immediately         relate         to         your         inner
nature.

Your         Personality         number         also         indicates         how         others         perceive         you.         No         one         can         be
objective         about         himself         or         herself.         Even         our         closest         friends         and         relatives         have
trouble         describing         how         they         see         us.
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Brad,         your         Personality         is         24/6

You         radiate         understanding         and         compassion.         People         sense         your         warmth         and
fairness.         For         this         reason,         you         attract         many         people         who         are         in         need         of         comfort,
including         the         disadvantaged.         People         tend         to         come         to         you         to         unload         their         burdens.
You         inspire         confidence.

You         have         a         fine         sense         of         justice.         You         do         everything         in         your         power         to         keep         the
harmony         and         are         even         willing         to         sacrifice         your         personal         desires         for         the         good         of
others.         You         can         take         this         too         far,         however,         sometimes         playing         the         role         of         the         martyr.
You         have         to         guard         against         being         taken         advantage         of.                  You         are         not         always         a         very
good         judge         of         character.         You         tend         to         see         the         best         in         others.

You         also         can         become         too         involved         in         the         lives         of         others,         to         your         own         detriment         ...
this         aspect         can         be         balanced         by         other         numbers         in         your         chart.

You         are         hospitable         and         domestic.         You         love         children         and         are         a         good         parent.         You         are
romantic,         faithful         and         very         protective.         You         are         artistic.         You         love         music,         flowers         and
gardening.         You         are         a         natural         interior         designer.         You         have         an         excellent         sense         of         color
and         taste.         Brad,         you         are         more         concerned         with         the         content         of         your         personality         than
your         appearance,         which         causes         you         to         be         less         conscious         of         the         style         of         your
clothes.         You         are         more         interested         in         comfort         and         the         utility         of         clothing         than         the
statement         it         makes.

Six         Personality         Numbers         are         exceedingly         generous.         You         are         not         particularly         logical
when         it         comes         to         finances.         You         are         very         vulnerable         to         praise         and         criticism.         You         tend
to         worry         a         lot,         causing         stomach         problems.         People         see         you         as         a         maternal         or         paternal
figure.         They         want         to         relax         in         your         presence         and         unburden         themselves.         You         are         the
safe         port         in         the         crowd.

Angelina,         your         Personality         is         9

You         have         an         impressive         and         aristocratic         bearing.         No         matter         how         tall         you         are,         you
appear         noble         and         upright.         You         are         very         much         in         control         of         the         image         you         send         out         to
others.

Many         actors,         dancers,         and         other         performers         have         a         9         Personality         Number.         You         are
elegant,         graceful,         and         charismatic.         Many         admire         you.         You         have         the         kind         of         stature
that         pulls         people         to         you         or         repels         them         intensely.         Some         are         jealous         of         you         and         may
seek         to         belittle         you.         You         may         encourage         this         to         some         extent         by         the         amount         of
arrogance         you         radiate.         This         is         a         caution         for         all         9         Personalities         ...         they         are         sometimes
aloof         and         hold         themselves         above         the         world.

Your         challenge         is         to         come         down         to         earth         with         your         fellow         man.         Conversely,         you         have
a         great         compassion         for         humanity         and         want         to         dedicate         yourself         to         improving         the         lot
of         others.         You         are         better         when         dealing         with         the         trials         of         the         many         than         the         trouble         of
a         single         person.         You         are         more         capable         of         working         on         the         grand         scale,         addressing
the         needs         of         society,         than         on         a         one-to-one         basis.

Angelina,         you         are         kind         and         sympathetic,         helpful         and         compassionate.         Behind         the
controlled         and         calm         facade,         you         are         sensitive,         vulnerable         and         emotional.
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You         have         excellent         taste.         There         is         a         good         deal         of         artistic         talent         in         you         that         shows         in
your         home         environment         and         your         clothing.

You         tend         to         see         yourself         as         a         guardian         of         society,         a         benevolent         leader,         guiding         and
directing         your         community         toward         a         better         world.

Your         Personality         compatibility         is         6         and         9

Quickly         recognized         when         two         people         first         meet,         not         many         relationships         even         get
started         unless         their         Personality         numbers         are         compatible.

Brad         and         Angelina,         all         numbers         dividable         by         three         have         several         things         in         common.
First         and         foremost,         all         these         numbers         respond         to         the         physical,         emotional         and
spiritual         needs         of         others.         In         the         case         of         a         six,         this         is         expressed         mainly         towards         those
in         the         immediate         circle:         family         and         friends.         In         the         case         of         the         nine,         it         is         directed         more
towards         people         at         large         ...         pretty         much         all         of         mankind.

When         a         six         and         a         nine         are         found         between         romantic         partners         in         this         part         of         the         chart,
compatibility         is         very         good.         Both         of         you,         Brad         and         Angelina,         are         self-sacrificing,         giving
and         caring         people.         Brad         is         more         practical,         Angelina         more         idealistic,         but         your
motivations         are         similar.         Another         aspect         you         have         in         common         is         your         creativity         and
your         eye         for         beauty,         which,         contrary         to         what         might         be         expected,         is         pretty         often         a
source         of         trouble         for         the         six-and-nine         combination.         Brad         and         Angelina,         sometimes
you         will         see         eye         to         eye         when         it         comes         to         decorating,         but         often         you         won't.         And         since
you         are         both         opinionated         in         this         matter,         in         order         to         prevent         unnecessary         arguments,
what         you         should         do         is         give         and         take         a         little,         something         you         are         both         quite         capable         of
doing.

Another         talent         or         trait         you         share         is         a         sense         of         justice.         The         six         and         the         nine         are         both
strongly         affected         by         a         sense         of         right         and         wrong         that         can         be         very         powerful         ...
sometimes         to         the         extent         that         they         get         involved         in         politics         or         become         activists.         Unless
you         happen         to         be         on         opposite         ends         of         the         political         spectrum,         this         trait         can         further
strengthen         your         bond.

The         six         and         the         nine,         Brad         and         Angelina,         are         highly         compatible.         However,         there         are
some         areas         where         you         may         find         yourself         clashing         if         certain         negative         traits         are
allowed         to         grow.         Although         this         is         not         common,         a         warning         might         be         in         place.

The         nine,         Angelina,         with         its         idealistic         and         self-sacrificing         nature,         can         also         be
arrogant         and         self-righteous.                  Recognizing         the         relative         value         of         one's         concepts         and
ideas         is         not         a         strong         point         with         the         nine.         Angelina,         with         your         innate         sense         of         justice,
you         may         have         recognized         a         tendency         in         yourself         to         put         down         those         who         don't         see
things         the         same         way         as         you         do.         Particularly         when         combined         with         strong         religious
dogmas,         the         nine         can         become         a         negative         influence         on         others,         sometimes         ruining         a
relationship         ...         even         with         the         most         devoted         partner.         If         you         have         found         yourself         in         that
corner,         Angelina,         you         would         do         well         to         realize         that         what         we         believe         and         what         we
think,         is         just         that,         a         thought,         a         concept,         the         truth         as         we         see         it.         Always         keep         in         mind
that         our         perspective,         no         matter         how         enlightened,         is         still         limited.         Knowing         that,         we         will
be         able         to         be         compassionate         and         tolerant         towards         others.         The         nine,         as         you         have
read         in         the         previous         chapters,         is         the         least         prejudiced         of         all         numbers,         but         as         with         all
human         traits,         its         dark         side         tends         to         be         the         direct         opposite         of         the         light         side.
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Although         the         most         loving         of         all         numbers,         Brad's         six         has         a         dark         side         as         well,         and         a
dark         side         that         can         be         nasty         indeed.         The         six         can         become         intolerant         and         angry,         often
without         a         clear         cause.         The         irritation         and         anger         seem         to         just         sit         there,         inside,         waiting
for         an         opportunity         to         break         out,         without         rhyme         or         reason.

Brad         and         Angelina,         the         negative         sides         of         either         the         six         or         the         nine         are         rarely
displayed,         but         you         will         need         to         watch         out         for         them         in         order         to         prevent         them         from
spoiling         what         is         most         certainly         one         of         the         best         number         combinations         around.

Although         there         is         potential         in         any         relationship,         some         match-ups         are         more         likely         to
succeed         than         others.         Below         is         your         compatibility         rating,         derived         from         the
combination         of         the         four         Core         numbers         discussed         within         this         reading.         It         should         be
noted         that         some         of         the         numbers         are         given         more         weight         within         the         calculation         of         this
rating.         Your         overall         "compatibility"         is         rated         as         Somewhat         of         a         Coin         Toss         (Between
53         and         59%).

The         graph         below         show         the         distribution         of         results         from         several         hundred         couples.         The
red         line         in         the         graph         indicates         your         average         rating         relative         to         the         rest         of         the
population.
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